
I have 8 years of experience translating technical, scientific, historical, and academic material from Japanese to English. I
am currently studying aerospace engineering, and a passion of mine is bridging the language gap between Japanese and
American space agencies to allow more international cooperation in space. 
I'm originally from the state of Oregon and translate into standard U.S. English. My native dialect in Japanese is Hakata-
ben, but I of course speak the common dialect as well. 

EDUCATION

EXPERIENCE

CERTIFICATION

- Certified managers by Institute of Certified professional
managers - The financial risk manager certification


Ashland, Oregon 
USA


(541) 261-5486
echoanderson.s@gmail.com

ECHO ANDERSON
Translator/English Teacher

2015 - 2017
Fukuoka YMCA International Japanese School

Japanese, Japanese Culture

03.2015 - 07.2017
Senior Translator
Translator

-Translated all artifact descriptions, printed materials, and
exhibit signs within the museum. Proofread and edited
translations done by all other translators, and provided
training in English and translation.
-Translated and localized all online materials, including
advertisements, blog posts, and customer service
communications. 

03.2016 - 08.2017
Kids Joy English School
Founder, Head Teacher, Administrator

Founded and operated an English school for children in
Fukuoka, Japan. Although my title was simply head teacher, I
was responsible for school design, advertisement, customer
service, accounting, lesson planning, and teaching. Students
ranged from complete beginners to fluent speakers. 
Lessons were created based on intuitive linguistic
understanding of English and language acquisition. This
resulted in natural and useful English skills in students. 

Volunteer
Volunteer Translator, Teacher

For about 6 years I offered free translation services and
English tutoring to students in other countries via the
internet. During this time I mainly translated from German to
English, but switched to Japanese to English after moving to
Japan. 

I hereby authorize you to process my personal data included in my job application for the needs of the recruitment process in accordance with the
Personal Data Protection Act dated 29.08.1997 (uniform text: Journal of Laws of the Republic of Poland 2002 No 101, item 926 with further

amendments)
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